
YEARBOOK

SENIOR INFO
What you need to know to submit
pictures for your senior

Senior portraits and baby pictures are generally due November
1. If you have an extenuating circumstance, please let Mrs.
Blake know. The portraits should be "portrait," not "landscape"
and have a resolution of at least 300dpi. Please be within dress
code with no props and keep your hands away from your face.
Indoor or outdoor shots are fine. We will crop the picture to a
bust shot. You may email senior and baby pictures to Mrs. Blake
at yearbook@vlhs.com

SENIOR PORTRAITS AND BABY

PICTURES

Seniors are featured in their own "block" of a page. Portraits and
baby pictures are added at no charge. You may add a senior blessing

and an extra picture to your student's block.
Senior portrait+baby picture = free

Senior portrait+baby picture+senior blessing = $8
Senior portrait+baby picture+senior blessing+extra picture=$15

The extra picture may be one of your family, another baby picture,  a
senior photo with props (no guns, sorry), or another picture that you

would like to share. 
 
 

WHAT YOU CAN ADD

Go to Yearbookforever.com to start the process. Choose our school
(Saginaw Valley Lutheran) and choose 'senior ad.' Fill out your
student's information and choose "design it for me." ALL ADS WILL
BE THE SAME SIZE IN THE YEARBOOK. They are shown to be
different sizes due to pricing. Choose 1/16 for just a blessing.
Choose 1/8 for a blessing and extra picture. You will be prompted
to write a blessing and add an extra picture based on what you
chose. You will pay on the Walsworth website. 

HOW TO ADD YOUR EXTRAS

Some people choose to add extras, but some do not for various
reasons. If you choose to not add a blessing or extra picture, a

teacher will write a message or choose a bible verse for your
student and a candid photo will be added. We want all of the blocks
to be uniform and everyone to be able to have the same elements.

If no senior portrait is remitted, the school ID picture will be used.  
For a video tutorial, go to  http://bit.ly/yearbookseniorads

WHAT IF I DON'T ADD ANY EXTRAS?

QUESTIONS? EMAIL MRS. BLAKE AT YEARBOOK@VLHS.COM


